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I "say*, back Sandra's statement up, "because Roxie and myself and Sandra, Earl

and Miss Dodie all work—we all work with schqol children in some way. And

this, of course, I think isfoneof the real important problems that we'have

among our people, as well as these others. And like Sandra said—I haven't

myself, realized the need for someone to work in this area'also3 because -I

have come into contact with a lot of Indian families— And I've been to'

. Cache, but I haven't come into contact with students other- than Cache and

there's a great need like she says. We can work with these Indian students

in high schools and colleges, to try to'assure them that they c^n have as

much or nore than anyone-*else that's going to school and that they'll have

the social—it will be better for them socially as well as it will be edu-
i

cational. Because a lot of them come into the schools deprived of certain -

things and they have a tendency to withdraw because they feel like they are

not up to par with everyone else. And*by helping these children r^ach the

same level as everyone else in these, areas, then we feel like we can ad-
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vance'em all the way through. And eventually get them out into some type

of field where they can be producing citizens just like we like to think

of ourselves as. And like I say, I know there are ways that we can help

people in the Bureau and we know that there's people that we can help in

Civil Service and this is why we have this type of group involved.

(name not clear): Well, let me first say that I really am grateful for the

' invitation to come down her̂ e and meet with the group. I wasn't expecting
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to say anything and I don't have much to say,, except that certainly a pro-

gram of this nature, I am all for it. I have sat back for some time and

done an awful lot of tHinking and% na more than thinking, I think-perhaps.

Perhaps its the same way with,you, Certainly you have your minds going and

wheels turning and you should see a lot of^things that were possible for


